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The largest tectonic features on Venus are 
topographically elevated crustal plateaus. 
These regions include interiors and margins 
consisting of materials deformed by  radar-
bright, complexly intersecting lineaments.  
These materials are referred to as tessera ter-
rain [1].  Higher elevation tessera materials 
are embayed by lower elevation plains mate-
rials, and thus tessera terrain has been pro-
posed to be the oldest stratigraphic unit on 
Venus [2,3,4], possibly underlying the re-
gional plains material that covers approxi-
mately 80% of the surface of the planet [5].  
Recent studies have provided evidence for a 
more complex tectonic evolution in places; 
Bender et al. [6] detail five separate episodes 
of tectonic activity in a study of the complex 
deformation of tessera found within the high-
land crustal plateau Alpha Regio, and Chad-
wick and Schaber [7] describe the strain his-
tory within the tessera in the highland crustal 
plateau Ovda Regio as episodic, or as created 
in a "piecemeal fashion".  While the largest 
regions of tessera are found in elevated high-
land plateaus, most occurrences, referred to 
as inliers, are found surrounded by regional 
plains and are much smaller in area [8,9]. 

We have examined the structural elements 
found in an unnamed tessera inlier, centered 
at 31N, 124E, in the southwest part of the 
Vellamo Planitia (V-12) Quadrangle.  Based 
on the embayment relationships between the 
structural elements and surrounding regional 
plains, the tessera terrain appears to be the 
oldest unit in this part of the quadrangle.  
However, evidence provided by crosscutting 
relationships among various structural ele-
ments within the inlier suggests episodic 
tessera deformation, and some of the struc-

tures seen in the complexly deformed tessera 
terrain may, in fact, have formed contempo-
raneously with the surrounding plains. The 
deformational history in this inlier is similar 
in nature to that seen in previous studies [6,7] 
of larger crustal plateaus. This suggests that 
similar mechanisms of deformation are oper-
ating in both large-scale plateau occurrences 
of tessera and small-scale inliers.  However, 
we restrict our interpretations to the immedi-
ate vicinity of the tessera inlier studied. 

This study details the structures found in 
the unnamed tessera inlier in the Vellamo 
Planitia Quadrangle, and provides a kine-
matic analysis of the complex terrain found 
there. The inlier is divided into thirteen dis-
tinct domains based on differences in the 
scale, orientations, and morphologies of the 
structural elements present.  Most domains 
are characterised by fabrics consisting of rela-
tively large ridges that are 1-2 km wide and 
spaced 3-4 km apart.  These ridges are a few 
km to ~55 km long.  A second, finer-scale 
fabric consists of smaller ridges that are 1 km 
or less wide and spaced ~ 1 km apart.  
Lineaments that are inferred to be extensional 
fractures are also present, commonly forming 
fabrics that are parallel to those consisting of 
ridges.  Thus the domains are primarily dis-
tinguished by the orientations of these fabric 
elements.  The inlier is divided into northern 
and southern parts by an east-west trending 
zone of penetrative linear features that we 
interpret to be a shear zone.   

The domains north of this putative shear 
zone are cut by numerous large (up to 450 km 
long) grabens that provide clear evidence of 
episodic deformation.  These large grabens 
crosscut the various structural domains in the 
northern part of the inlier and thus represent 
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late-stage deformation. Most of these grabens 
are floored by radar-dark materials, and some 
of these materials are continuous with the re-
gional plains surrounding the inlier.  The 
faults bounding these grabens locally deform 
the radar-dark floor materials of other gra-
bens, suggesting a tectonic history involving 
at least 2 episodes of flooding by intratessera 
plains and at least 3 episodes of graben fault-
ing.  Because the floor materials in some of 
these grabens appear to be continuous with 
the regional plains materials surrounding the 
inlier, it is very likely that the deformation 
responsible for the grabens is partly older and 
partly younger than the regional plains.  In 
one graben, floor materials apparently con-
tinuous with surrounding regional plains are 
cut by NW-trending ridges that are part of the 
defining fabric of the tessera inlier, suggest-
ing either continuing or reactivated tessera 
fabric formation after emplacement of at least 
some of the regional plains. 

Some domains are characterized by a 
penetrative fabric of lineations, most likely 
fine-scale folds, that appears to have obliter-
ated an older fabric of larger-scale ridges, 
remnants of which can be mapped within 
these domains.  This relationship establishes 
the penetrative fabric of fine-scale lineaments 
as younger than the fabric defined by the lar-
ger-scale ridges. 

Boundaries between domains commonly 
are characterized by abrupt changes in domi-
nant fabric orientations, and locally these 
boundaries are marked by the presence of 
very broad, gentle ridges, inferred to be anti-
clinal folds.  These folds locally exhibit traces 
that change orientation by as much as 900.  It 
is difficult to understand how adjacent do-
mains could have diverse fabric orientations 
if they were adjacent when these fabrics 
formed.  A speculative scenario is that they 
were, in fact, not adjacent when the fabrics 
formed.  This implies significant lateral dis-
placement of  tessera components after most 
of their characteristic fabrics were formed.  

The large folds found along some domain 
contacts could thus be due to compressive 
stresses generated by the "collision" of these 
domains with each other. 

Although the tessera inlier studied seems 
to conform to the general situation in which 
tessera terrain occurs as inliers within 
younger plains, detailed analysis suggests that 
the simple inference that tessera materials and 
structures are everywhere older than regional 
plains is not universally correct.  We do not 
attempt to extrapolate this more complex 
kinematics to other tessera inliers, but similar 
complex stratigraphic and tectonic histories 
may well be more common than currently 
believed. 
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